Reading is one of the skill after writing, speak, and listened. The from of actualization reading is the process of who wants to achieved with both by the reader and to be delivered through the media word or language wrote. The techniques KWL is an engineering that can make the thinking what is konwn to a topics, and what is know by the topic. In connection with it the author interesed in doing research of the utalization of the table in the learning to conclude the contents of reading text nonasatra to use of a technique KWL on the student of class VII of SMPN 3 Cibarusah years lesson 2016-2017.

The formulation of the author asked is : (a). Can writer carry out teh activites of learning to conclude the contents of reading the nonasatra using KWL on the students of class VII SMPN 3 Cibarusah years lesson 2016-2017? (b). Can students SMPN 3 Cibarusah class VII years lesson 2016-2017 follow learning to conclude the contents of reading text nonasatra? (c). Effective teqnique KWL to conclude the contents of reading? The study determine the ability of the author in carrying out of learning to conclude the contents of reading text nonasatra to use of a technique KWL on the student of class VII of SMPN 3 Cibarusah years lesson 2016-2017. Knowing the ability of the student class VII of SMPN 3 cibarush years lesson 2016-2017.